Assessment Portfolio
Assess candidates across multiple dimensions
We offer the most robust and comprehensive portfolio of assessments, with tests across five
major categories: aptitude, personality, emotional intelligence, risk and skills. With access to to all
assessments in our portfolio as part of your subscription, we encourage organisations to combine
assessments across categories to paint a more complete picture of candidate potential.
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Aptitude Assessments
Criteria Cognitive Aptitude Test | CCAT

 15 minutes

The CCAT tests an individual’s ability to solve problems, digest and apply information, learn new skills,
and think critically. The CCAT provides your organisation with a quick, accurate way of measuring a
candidate’s cognitive aptitude (also called general intelligence), one of the most accurate predictors
of job success for any position.
Criteria Mechanical Reasoning Assessment | CMRA

 15 minutes

The CMRA is a mobile-friendly test that measures an individual’s mechanical aptitude, or ability to
learn to use and maintain equipment and machinery.
Universal Cognitive Aptitude Test | UCAT

 20 minutes

The UCAT is a language-independent aptitude test that measures general cognitive aptitude, with
a focus on problem solving ability, critical thinking, attention to detail, and analytical skills. The UCAT
does not test verbal ability, making it easily translatable and ideal for international use.
Cognify

 30 minutes

Cognify is an immersive, game-based assessment of cognitive aptitude. Cognify delivers a rich
candidate experience through 6 interactive games that measure a candidate’s ability to solve
problems, work with numbers, and correctly interpret and edit written text.
UCognify

 25 minutes

UCognify is a language independent version of Cognify. Like Cognify, it measures problem-solving
and numerical reasoning, but does not include verbal knowledge, making it ideal for international
roles. Available across any device, candidates complete five engaging mini-games that take
approximately 20 minutes in total and predict performance across a broad range of roles.
General Aptitude Mobile Evaluation | GAME

 5-6 minutes

The GAME is a mobile-first, game-based assessment of cognitive aptitude that measures critical
thinking, attention to detail, and learning ability. The 3 short games make it easy to evaluate
candidates upfront in the hiring process by providing a quick and enjoyable candidate experience.
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Criteria Attention Skills Test | CAST

 10 minutes

The CAST measures a person’s concentration and ability to sustain focus on one or more tasks while
avoiding distractions. The CAST consists of four subtests: Divided Attention, Selective Attention:
Vigilance, Selective Attention: Filtering, and Perceptual Reaction Time.

Personality Assessments
Employee Personality Profile | EPP

 10 minutes

The EPP is a multidimensional personality assessment that measures 12 personality traits:
Achievement, Assertiveness, Competitiveness, Conscientiousness, Cooperativeness, Extroversion,
Managerial, Motivation, Openness, Patience, Self-Confidence, and Stress Tolerance. The EPP provides
a job match percentile for a wide variety of roles.
Workplace Alignment Assessment | WAA

 10 minutes

The WAA assesses the degree of alignment between a candidate’s most important work preferences
and the environment your organisation provides. When individuals and organisations are aligned,
you can expect increased commitment, engagement, satisfaction, and tenure.

Emotional Intelligence Assessments
Emotify

 20 minutes

Emotify is an ability-based measure of Emotional Intelligence that assesses a candidate’s ability
to accurately perceive, understand and manage emotions. It features three engaging interactive
assessments and is used for roles where interpersonal interactions are an important factor.

Risk Assessments
Workplace Productivity Profile | WPP

 7 minutes

The WPP is a risk assessment designed to screen candidates for low- and mid-level positions. It can
help select reliable, conscientious, and trustworthy employees who will be more likely to follow rules
and will be at lower risk for engaging in counterproductive work behaviors such as absenteeism,
tardiness, and theft.
Workplace Safety Profile | WSP

 10-15 minutes

The WSP is a risk assessment that measures a candidate’s attitudes towards safety. The results
provide a reliable indication of the likelihood that an individual will be involved in accidents or cause
injury to themselves or others at work. The test can help organisations reduce the occurrence of
workplace incidents and is primarily used for roles where safety behavior is an important factor.

Skills Assessments
Criteria Basic Skills Test | CBST

 20 minutes

The CBST measures a person’s basic math and verbal skills. It offers a quick way to assess
job-readiness and trainability for a wide range of entry-level roles.
Computer Literacy & Internet Knowledge Test | CLIK

 10 minutes

The CLIK is an assessment of basic computer proficiency. It measures a person’s ability to use internet
browsers and common desktop applications such as email, chat, and word processing programs. The
CLIK is a 10-minute test consisting of three short task-oriented simulations followed by ten multiple
choice questions.
Typing Test | TT

 1 minute

The Typing Test measures an individual’s typing speed and accuracy.
Ten Key Test | TKT

 5 minutes

The Ten Key Test measures an individual’s ability to perform numerical data entry.
Microsoft Office (2013 & 2016)

 10 minutes

Criteria offers three separate tests for Microsoft Office products: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint.
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